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A study on Venus mount with special reference to 

palmistry 

 
Subhash Rane and Dr. Tia Bansal 

 
Abstract  

Everyone wants love, comfort, happiness and pleasure in life, which we can predict from Venus mount. 

Not only predicts, but if any problems in anyone’s life than it can be overcome by properly guiding them. 

They themselves can overcome it by understanding it, so understanding Venus mount is important in 

palmistry. Study Venus mount in more details is very important in present time, because now a days in 

this hectic life everyone in family is under stress and tension, so in spite of their good hands, People are 

unable to enjoy their life to extreme extent, where if they get proper guidance especially on Venus mount 

than they can bring happiness in their family.  
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Introduction 

Palmistry is the sense of foretelling the future as well as the personality, through reading the 

lines on your palm. This is also known as Chiromancy which is started a hundred years ago by 

the ancient Indians.  

Not only have the lines of the palms reveal the truth about your life, but also the mind-set and 

temperament. Things like shape, fingers, and dimensions of palm also give insight into your 

personality and character. The breadth, length and colour of the palm lines indicate the length 

and quality of your life. 

Heart line in your palm reveals the love and emotional aspects and the level of empathy, Head 

line tell you about intelligence and mentality, Life line indicate about health and physical 

vitality, Fate line indicate about career and fortune, Fate line is considered as a line of brilliant 

fortune and good luck, Marriage line about married life and relationships 

Mounts on palm are considered as power centres. Mounts are of two types Intellectual and 

material mounts. Intellectual mounts these people are not beautiful or handsome, but indicate 

brain, brilliancy. These mounts are Mercury, Sun, Saturn and Jupiter; whereas Material mount 

people are beautiful means they attract by words, connect people. These mounts are Mars, 

Venus and Moon. 

Every Phalanges of the Finger have specific characteristics, such as First part of finger 

indicates intellectual, Second part is practical part of life, Third part is material part of the life, 

protecting grid, protecting prejudges and protecting ego.  

In the same manner inner palm, outer surface of palm, nails, signs on Palm, by so many such 

things indicate about person’s personality, behaviour and his past and future.  

In Palm reading first thing we have to know about some important palm features such as Palm 

shape, Lines on Palm, Mounts on Palm, Flat areas on palm, Markings on Palm, Figures and its 

phalanges. A line is a crease in your palm. The creases going across your palm vertically and 

horizontally called as life line, love line, head line, fate line and the sun line. A mount is a 

raised area of flesh on Palm mostly seen below figures such as Mercury mount, Sun mounts, 

Saturn mount, Jupiter mount, Venus mount and Moon Mount. A plain is a flat area of your 

hand very centre of your palm is the Plain of Mars. All fingers have three parts called as 

Phalanges except thumb finger which have two Phalanges.  

Venus in Palmistry represents style, love, beauty, art and music. Mount of Venus signifies 

beauty, grace, warmth, desires, energy, vitality, stamina and good health. 

If the mount is positive, padded without any confusing lines over it, the person has positive 

energies, vitality and stamina. 
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It reflects the presence or absence of grace, charm, sensuality, 

beauty and desire for love and companionship. 

 

Research Method 

▪ The Data for the research was collected from various 

levels such as skilled workers/ unskilled workers/ House 

makers/ Technical staff/ Managerial Level/ Clerical / 

Student/ Marries/ Unmarried etc.  

▪ The Data was collected from Friend, Colleagues, 

Relatives and their connections from Mumbai and 

Surrounding area, by personal meeting and discussing 

with by using questionnaire, 

▪ For references various Palmistry books in English, Hindi

and Marathi were used, 

▪ Taken guidance from mainly from my guide, as well as 

from my Institute where, I learnt Palmistry. 

 
Table 1: The following details were collected from the Friend, 

Colleagues, Relatives and Fire staff of various ranks through 

questionnaire, 
 

S.N. Details about questionnaire 

1. Age, 

2. Gender, 

3. Right hand photo/ Photo of Usable hand, 

4. Profession, 

5. Marital statues 

 

Table 2: The following details were checked on palm and discussed 
 

S.N. Palm Check Descriptions points 

1. Type of Palm 

2. Colour of Palm 

3. Colour of the mount 

4. Colour of hand and Planet impact 

5. Texture of Skin 

6. Consistency of the Palm 

7. Type of Fingers 

8. Fingers tips shape 

9. Fingers Length 

10. Type of Thumb 

11. Thumbs Characteristics 

12. Judging Venus Mount 

13. Position of Venus mount, 

14. Type of Venus Mount 

15. Influence of three worlds 

16. Flexibility of the Hand 

17. Characteristics of Mount 

18. Lines of Influence 

19. Signs on Venus Mount 

 
Table 3: Palm Reading – (Observations & Remarks) 

 

Palm Reading -1 (Observation with Remarks) 

S.N Title Description 

1. Gender Female 

2. Age 81 years 

3. Profession Home maker 

4. Marital statues Married 

5. Palm Photo 

 

6. Type of Palm 

Conical Palm: Conical Hand is broad at base and reducing towards fingers. Indian Palm is treated as 

conical palm which is called as choosy palm, such people are Introvert, Artistic, Sensitive emotional, 

dedicatee and moody. Indian palm is selective & choosey. In such palm pattern Heredity follows from one 

generation to another, perfection and perfectionist people, expert in their areas, Observe and make 

themselves expert in their work. Conical palm are of three types i.e. Philosophical, Conical and Psychic 

palm. Philosophical Palm will identify by knots on hand where palm is rough. They don’t like hardship, 

they are Choosy in behaviours, complaining palm, and they have their fixed ideas. Conical palm is smooth, 

whereas Psychic palm is soft palm, good palm, such people are noble in nature, such people treat girls as 

ornament, Good in hospitality, frighten with each thing, good in dancing and painting, not good in 

wordiness, they have insecurity in life, they want support in life, such people when shake hand with others, 

that time they are not replaying and just allow to press hand, there is no elasticity in their hand. 

7. Colour of Palm Pink Palm: Pink Palm is a good palm such persons are good to deal with. 

8. Colour of the mount 

Pink colour: Pink colour brings out very best of the Venusian characteristics giving person a warm and 

generous soul, Pink allow to make their way in the world through love. These people get lot of love and 

give lot of love. 

9. 
Colour of hand and 

Planet impact 

Pink colour: Indicates Sun, Jupiter and Venus are active, 

Dry and Silky hand: Indicates Jupiter, Sun and Mercury impact is more in such type of people and they 
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are intellectual but who avoid hard work. 

10. Texture of Skin Fine Skin: Finer the skin, finer the Venusian qualities, His love is high, idealized and romantic, 

11. 
Consistency of the 

Palm 

In palm Electric reliability brings out best of the Venusian make them practical and produces brightest, 

happiest, and healthiest people, 

12. Type of Fingers Conical Fingers: Material love of a poetical Character 

13. Fingers tips shape 
Conic Finger tips: In Venusians this type of finger tips most often found. Indicates artistic nature and love 

of beauty dominates the personality. These people are romantic, spontaneous and live for love, 

14. Fingers Length 

Standard Long Fingers: Such fingers bring out the best in the Venusians personality. This length allows 

for balance. These Venusians are neither overly spontaneous nor more cautious. These size fingers allow 

for full expressions of the brighter, pleasant Venusians nature. 

15. Type of Thumb A standard size thumb allows sufficient self-control and is an asset to the Venusians, 

16. 
Judging Venus 

Mount 

Slightly raised or flat: These are considered satisfactory or average mounts. They indicate qualities that 

are present in sufficient amount within the personality although unexceptional. 

17. 
Position of Venus 

mount 
Towards the Rosette: Sensuousness 

18. 
Type of Venus 

Mount 

Deflected Mount: Look like deflected balloon. If seen in woman than might be woman had a 

hysterectomy. For man might be prostate operation, mostly in periods in ladies this mount seen to be 

defected. If person overindulged than also some time Venus mount seen to be deflected, 

19. 
Influence of three 

worlds 

The Practical world: Venusians are with practical world extremely generous when accompanied by an 

electric thumb, they are practical givers and practical about love and emotions, 

20. 
Flexibility of the 

Hand 
Stiff hand: Stiff hands are known to be stingy and selfish which reduces many qualities of Venusian, 

21. 
Characteristics of 

Mount 

Weak mount: Weak Venus mount is flattens and not occupied greater amount of space and height on 

palm. 

22. Lines of Influence 

Worry Lines: Noticed Out of two lines, One worry line noticed crossing life line as well as upward 

branch of life line - Lines cutting Life lines means worries and tension, If worry lines crossed lifeline 

means perceived worry have actually noticeable as a problematic event in the person’s life, Noticed Few 

light worry lines also on palm but towards lower mars area near base of the thumb 

Influence Lines: Noticed One light influence line near lower mars / Mars line - parallel to life line but not 

very close to life line, - Running only for a limited space as a sister line to the line of Life – Its influence is 

limited to the space of time indicated upon the Line of Life it partially duplicates, - It indicate in young age 

person involved in sports - It shows extra masculine temperament in addition to normal life. It is seen 

among sports persons and gymnasts to have such line in the palm. 

23. 
Signs on Venus 

Mount 
Signs are not observed on Venus mount 
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